Abstract. A canonical form is developed for each member of a large class of nth order linear ordinary differential operators, acting on Lp(0, 1). This canonical form shows how the Fourier-like behavior of eigenfunction expansions is related to structural properties of the operators.
Introduction. It is known [l]-
, [8] that for a large class of ordinary differential operators corresponding to two-point boundary value problems, the convergence properties of the resulting eigenfunction expansions are the same as the convergence properties of ordinary Fourier series, with respect to both pointwise convergence and convergence in the norm of Lp = Lp(0, 1), 1 < p < oo. In this paper we show that these properties are equivalent to the existence of a canonical form, relating such operators to a simple one. To be more specific, let F denote an nth order differential operator which is Birkhoff regular with simple spectrum (see the Introduction to [3] ), defined on a domain (F) we see that the spectrum of (D + M)n, and therefore, T, is the set {(2km + ak)": k = 0,±l,...}.
Since the eigenfunctions of D + M are the functions <pk, k = 0, ± 1, . . . , we see that the eigenf unctions of T are the functions uk = A<pk. The pointwise and norm behavior of the eigenfunction expansions corresponding to T can be deduced from the behavior of Fourier expansions, and properties of A [3] .
2. Preliminary results. Here we collect some facts about Fourier series and about the eigenfunctions of Birkhoff regular problems with simple spectrum.
For fixed p, 1 < /> < oo, {<pt} is a (Schauder) basis for Lp [6, p. 50] . It is easily seen that for {otk} to define a multiplier transform as in (1.3), it is necessary that {ak} be in l°°. We shall need that portion of the HausdorffYoung inequality [6, pp. 98-99] which states that iff is in Lp, 1 < p < 2, then {(/. <P*)} is in l" (pq = p + q) and
Lemma 2.1. L«?7 {ak} be in ¡°° and let f be in Lp, 1 < p < oo. Let n > 1 and j be integers. Let (2.2) gj= I' ak(2kTTi)J-n(f,Vk)tpk.
-00
Then for j = 0, . . . , n -1,
(1) the series (2.2) converges absolutely and uniformly on 0 < x < 1, (2)gj(x) = gy\x),
If in addition {ak) defines a multiplier transform on Lp, (4) g("~1} is absolutely continuous, and g(n) is in Lp. Proof. Let r = min(/>, 2), and define j by rs = r + i. Then 1 < r < 2, and since / is in L'', we also have /in Lr. Thus by the Hausdorff-Young inequality, {(/, <pk)} is in Is. Since n -j > 1, we see that {(^/cOTy-"} is in V. Thus since |«fc| < /i for some ¡i > 0, we have S |«*(2/í777y "(/, <Pk)<Pk(x)\ < n \2ktTi \{j-n)r
This establishes (1) . Also, we see that for y = 0, . . . , 77 -2, the series for g} can be formally differentiated, producing a uniformly convergent series. This establishes (2), and also (3), since q>k(0) -<pk(l) = 0. To establish (4), let
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This series converges in the norm of Lp, so term-by-term integration is permitted:
•'0 -oo -*<"-»(*)-I' ak(2km)-\f,<pk).
This last series is convergent, by property (1). Thus with üj(x) in L00, M, N are n X n matrices of complex constants, and w(x) is the transpose of [u(x), . . . , t/(n-1)(x)]. To specify an operator F on Lp, we restrict consideration to fy(T), which consists of all u in Lp such that m("-I) is absolutely continuous, ww is in Lp, and A/w(0) + ^«(1) = 0. We shall also denote this operator by (t, U). In [3] , it was proved that if (2.4) is Birkhoff regular with simple spectrum, then (in the notation used in [3] ), the eigenf unctions uk(x) satisfy the asymptotic relations (26) «tW-^iW^KO + ^Wf-tWO+^W /c^+oo, uk(x) = X3(x)cpk(x)(\) + A-4(x)(p_,(x)<l> + Fk(x), k^ -co.
It is necessary to obtain similar estimates for u¡.J\x),j = 0, . . . , n. Starting from equation (13) DMu = 2 2kiri(Mu, <pk)<pk = 2 2kmak(u, <pk)(pk -00 -00 00 = 2 ak(Du, <pk)(pk = MDu.
Thus the expression (D + M)" can be expanded using the binomial theorem.
The sequence ak = sgn k is a multiplier sequence on Lp, 1 < p < oo, since these spaces admit conjugation [6, pp. 48, 68] . Consequently any sequence ak = ¡xx, k -» + oo, ak = u2, k -» -oo, where ¡u,, /x2 are constants, is a multiplier sequence.
3. The main result. Let {<pk} be as defined in (1.2), and let {uk} be the and by (2.7), (2.8), the formal derivatives of the above series are 00 (3.5) 2' (2kTTi)J-"(D"u,9k)ukj.
By application of Lemma 2.1 and the remark following it, we see that this series is uniformly convergent for 0 < x < I, j = 0, . . . , n -1. Thus these series represent (Auf^ for j = 0, . . . , n -1, and since the uks satisfy the boundary conditions, so does Au. Clearly Au is in Lp. To show that (Auy"~X) is absolutely continuous, and (Auf"* is in Lp, consider (3.6) w= 2' (2kTTi)~n(D"u, <pk)D"uk.
Using Lemma 2.3, we see that the series in (3.6) converges in the norm of Lp, and it can be integrated term-by-term:
where this last series is convergent by the remark following Lemma 2.1. Thus (Auf"-X\x) = K+ fXw(t)dt.
Jo
Next we show that A~i6Ù(T) c ^(D"). Let u be in <$ ( T) and let A ~ lu be given by (3.2). Then using (3.3), the above arguments can be repeated (in slightly simpler form).
Proof of Theorem 1. 
